Surveillance is normally performed by humans, since it requires visual intelligence. However, this can be dull and dangerous, especially for military operations. Therefore, unmanned autonomous visual-intelligence systems are desired. In this paper, we present a novel system that can recognize human actions, which are relevant to detect operationally significant activity. Central to the system is a break-down of high-level perceptual concepts (verbs) in simpler observable events. The system is trained on 3482 videos and evaluated on 2589 videos from the DARPA Mind's Eye program, with for each video human annotations indicating the presence or absence of 48 different actions. The results show that our system reaches good performance approaching the human average response.
INTRODUCTION
Ground surveillance is a mission normally performed by human assets. Military leaders would like to shift this mission to unmanned autonomous systems, removing troops from harm's way. However, unmanned systems lack a capability that currently exists only in humans: visual intelligence. The Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) is addressing this problem with Mind's Eye, a program aiming to develop a visual-intelligence capability for unmanned systems. DARPA has contracted several research teams to develop fundamental machine-based visual intelligence. TNO's participation in this program has led to the development of a novel system called CORTEX.
In this paper, we present the CORTEX system that can recognize and reason about the verbs and nouns, enabling a complete description of actions. Our system is inspired by human intelligence and it uses world knowledge and visual evidence to support decisions. The central element in our system is to break down high-level perceptual concepts to simpler and reusable observable cues. These cues allow to reason over the actions with several methods, including a manually generated rule-based expert system and automatically trained classification systems.
The system is trained on 3482 videos and evaluated on 2589 videos (available at visint.org), all provided by the Mind's Eye program of DARPA. The program consists of four tasks (recognition, description, gap filling and anomaly detection). This paper focuses on the recognition task. For the recognition task, a ground truth based on human annotations was provided and it contains information about the presence or absence of 48 verbs for each video.
The outline of the paper is as follows. The CORTEX system is described in Section 2, experiments and results are shown in Section 3 and conclusions in Section 4.
METHOD

System overview
The CORTEX-system consists of the following components ( Figure 1 ): visual processing, fusion engine, event description, reasoning and reporting. A more detailed view of the architecture is shown in [8] . The aim of this system is to recognize 48 actions and to report a believe probability for each action. 
Visual processing
The visual processing [7] of a scene starts with the detection of meaningful objects and their properties. The detection of objects is performed in two ways. First, moving objects are detected by background subtraction [19] [22] . This provides a segmentation of all moving persons, vehicles and other objects in the scene in case they are moving during the activity. Second, a trained object detector for specific classes like persons and cars is used to detect their instances in single frames [9] [15] . This enables the detection of objects without the requirement that they are moving. Many activities of persons entail e.g. small arm movement while the whole body stays at the same position. When objects have been detected, they are being tracked through the video stream. The object's position over time is an essential property that directly relates to its action. The tracker the dimensions and colors of detected objects to find new object positions in subsequent frames [21] [2] . The model is updated to follow objects whose appearance changes slowly over time.
Stationary objects can perform actions that are not captured through coarse movement of the whole object. Therefore, a more detailed description of pose [10] [20] and body part movement is computed. Feature descriptors of limb movement based on (space-time) interest points [1] [12][14] [16] , skin color, structural and statistical motion descriptors and salient regions [11] are computed for all objects that have been recognized as persons (by means of the class-specific person detector).
Fusion engine
The purpose of the fusion engine [3] [8] is to filter and possibly fuse the tracked objects in order to form entities. Entities should correspond to the real-world entities like a person, bike or car that contribute to the observed action in the scene. Only the entities -a subset of the detected and tracked objects -are selected for further processing. The output of the fusion engine is a container for each entity, which includes the track information and low-level visual features. To limit computation time there is a delayed execution of several features in visual processing, which are only determined where confident entities are found.
Event description
The aim of event description is to raise the level of abstraction from the low-level features towards the object or situation level that is desired to express the rules of an expert system for action recognition. The event properties, and derived rules, are our way of encoding world-knowledge about the 48 verbs. The properties are related to physical world properties and they are based on a taxonomy that positions a verb in a semantic hierarchy and makes explicit how humans assess and describe events. Three types of event properties are generated. Single-entity event properties, entitypair event properties and global event properties. The first type of events describe properties of one entity (e.g., "the entity is moving fast"). The second type of events describe the relation between two entities (e.g., "the distance between two entities is decreasing"). The third type of events describe global properties of the scene (e.g., "there is only one entity present").
Reasoning
The reasoning component retrieves information on entities and relations present in the video clip from event description. Based on this information the component infers and describes the behavior of the entities observed in the clip and reports this to the reporting component. In order to do so, the component can be trained on the ground truth available for the observed clips.
The reasoning component contains four independent classifiers:
• RBS: Rule-Based System [3] . A set of 73 manually created rules, with each several spatio-temporal conditions on event properties, is mapped onto the set of 48 verbs. For several rules, it was not possible to define a rule, e.g., due to missing event properties. A multi-hypothesis partial matcher is designed which uses the best match per rule.
• RF-TP: Random-Forest Tag-Propagation [4] . Also a rule-based recognizer, yet here the rules are learned from an abundant set of decision trees (i.e. a random forest). The novelty of the usage of these rules is to consider the similarity distributions over them. The core of the RF-TP method is that it models the probability of a verb for the current vignette (or video clip) as a consequence of the similarities with all of the previously seen vignettes and the verbs that are active in those.
• RTRBM: Recurrent Temporal Restricted Boltzmann Machine [17] [18] . A generative statistical learner that incorporates temporal relations and evidence from observations (in our case event properties).
• HUCRF: Hidden-Unit Conditional Random Field [6] . Similar to RTRBM, yet now a discriminative learner.
Two of the reasoners (RTRBM, HUCRF) use a condensed version of the event properties which is projected such that no longer can be distinguished which entity has which property due to implementation constraints.
Reporting
This component reports the results provided by the reasoning component in a pre-defined format for each task (i.e. recognition, description, gap-filling and anomaly detection). The output for the recognition task, which is the focus of this paper, consists of a vector of 48 probabilities indicating signal strength across the set of verbs for each video clip. The soft probability assignment is converted to a binary presence or absence value of a verb by applying a threshold.
EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS
Experiment
The system is trained on a development set (3482 video clips) and after training it is evaluated on a test set (both provided by the Mind's Eye program of DARPA). The test set consists of 2588 video clips (containing 48 verbs, 54 vignettes per verb, 10 exemplars of a verb, and some problematic exemplars were excluded by DARPA).
A ground truth based on human annotations for the recognition task contains information about the presence or absence of 48 verbs for each video. The ground truth was established by a large group of crowd-source annotators (Amazon Mechanical Turk). For every verb in every clip a yes/no answer was received to the question "Is verb X present?". The clips and questions about verb X are randomly spread over the human annotators. The annotators that gave answers that statistically deviated from others, were manually corrected by DARPA. Figure 2 shows the positive response frequency by verb class and the large variation in class size responses. Note that typically multiple verbs are present in a single clip (for example: move, walk, approach and give). The ground truth was defined as follows:
• Ground truth. Due to a very limited number of human responses per clip, we used the mean human responses to vignettes of the same exemplar as our ground truth for all vignettes in that exemplar.
Two reference responses were computed based on ground truth to interpret the quality of the system response.
• Human average response. This is a competitive reference that indicates how well humans assess verbs. We consider the correspondence between human responses to vignettes of the same exemplar. First, we compute the mean response on each exemplar (our ground truth) and then we determined the distance from each human response to this mean response (the distance measure is discussed in Sec. 3.2). The 'Human Average' is the response that corresponds to the average distance for all humans on all vignettes within an exemplar.
• Baseline response. This is a lowerbound reference for a standard, i.e. non-varying, simple response. The simple response is the mean response of humans to the entire development set; so for every clip the same response is given. Clearly this is a lowerbound for which we achieve performance measures when only using a priori information, to compare our recognizers' performances with.
Because some of the video clips in the development set were included in the test set, the results are computed for the whole test set and also separately for seen and unseen material. We have distinguished three subsets within the test set. In increasing order of difficulty: clips we have seen before (these were also contained in the train set), unseen clips yet similar variations of the 48 behaviors (e.g., the same action under a different recording angle), and totally unseen exemplars of the 48 behaviors. For example, 'fly' can mean that a person makes wild arm movements with a kite in his hand and it can also mean that an object enters the scene and lands in a dustbin.
Results
To estimate the performance of the CORTEX-system, we applied the system to the whole test set, seen vignettes, unseen vignettes in seen exemplars and unseen exemplars, and the following average performance measures were computed per verb: precision, recall, F-measure and the Matthews Correlation Coefficient (MCC). The F-measure (or F1-score, Eq. 1) is the harmonic mean of precision and recall, so both need to be high to get a good score:
where TP is true positive, FN is false negative and FP is false positive for each verb.
The MCC (Eq. 2) is a balanced measure of correlation which can be used even if the classes are of very different sizes as in this dataset. It is in essence a correlation coefficient between the observed and predicted binary classifications and it returns +1 for a perfect prediction, 0 for a random prediction and −1 for an inverse prediction. ) )( )( ) (  (  FN  TN  FP  TN  FN  FP  FP  TP   FN  FP  TN  TP 
Several example video clips with tracked objects are shown in Figure 3 , and the results are shown in Table 1, Table 2 , Figure 4 and Figure 5 . Table 1 shows that the RF-TP performs overall the best on the whole test set. It performs clearly better than the baseline, and it is close to human response. Table 2 shows that the performance of RF-TP decreases on unseen exemplars, so it is slightly overtrained. Both RF-TP and RBS perform equally well on the unseen exemplars, and still clearly better than the baseline. Figure 4 and Figure 5 shows the F-measure and MCC for each verb on the whole test set.
Based on the results, we observe the following. With RF-TP, we showed that the visual features and event properties, on which our overall system is based, capture essential event characteristics and are discriminative.
Overall, the scores of RF-TP are similar to the human average response. Also the RBS performs clearly better than the baseline. The performance of the RTRBM and HUCRF does not exceed the baseline reference. This may indicate that automatically training temporal causal models is a hard task on this dataset, given no temporal annotation.
On seen vignettes, the RF-TP is clearly better than the baseline and performs often better than human average. On unseen vignettes and seen exemplars RF-TP still clearly performs better than the baseline. This indicates that our system is able to handle small variations in the actions. On unseen exemplars, the RBS and RF-TP seem to perform slightly better than the baseline. So even for complete different variations of a verb, the performance does not drop below the baseline. The robustness of RBS is better than that of RF-TP. Of the systems we evaluated, our it generalizes best. RBS is very well able to achieve similar performance on seen and unseen exemplars.
There seems to be a relation between the scores and the prevalence of verbs. We optimized our system for the average Fmeasure for all verbs. The F-measure gives a different weight to TP than to TN, which stimulates this relation. The MCC is perfectly symmetric for both and optimizing for this measure could help to improve the performance on verbs with low prevalence.
By inspecting the output of our system on various clips, we observed that the visual processing and fusion engine may deliver broken tracks, which will hamper correct reasoning. Furthermore, we observed that in the evaluated implementation, event description is not always able to detect carried items and distinguish detailed interactions correctly. bury  dig  kick  replace  chase  exchange  catch  throw  jump  flee  give  hand  close  run  haul  drop  fly  open  follow  fall  receive  putdown  hit  bounce  attach  get  snatch  collide  pickup  take  exit  carry  push  enter  walk  lift  arrive  leave  raise  pass  hold  approach  stop  have  turn  go  touch dig  bury  chase  hand  throw  replace  kick  give  flee  close  run  fly  jump  follow  haul  catch  exchange  fall  open  drop  receive  bounce  snatch  attach  putdown  take  collide  get  hit  carry  pickup  push  enter  walk  arrive  exit  lift  leave  pass  raise  approach  hold  have  go  turn  stop  touch Figure 5 . MCC per verb on the complete evaluation set, seen vignettes, unseen vignettes and seen exemplars, and unseen exemplars.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we presented the CORTEX system that can recognize and reason about the verbs, enabling a more complete description of actions. The central element in our system is to break down high-level perceptual concepts to simpler and reusable observable cues. The event properties, and derived rules, are our way of encoding worldknowledge. The choice of properties is based on a taxonomy that positions a verb in a semantic hierarchy and makes explicit how humans assess and describe events. These properties allow us to reason over the actions with several methods, including a manually generated rule-based expert system (RBS) and an automatically trained random-forest tag propagator (RF-TP).
The system was trained on 3482 videos and evaluated on 2589 videos (both provided by the Mind's Eye program of DARPA). A ground truth based on human annotations contains information about the presence or absence of 48 verbs for each video.
We compared our systems response to the manual annotations. Of the recognition systems we evaluated, our RBS generalizes best and the RF-TP -although it was slightly overtrained -reaches a good overall performance approaching human average response for many verbs. We have developed a recognizer (RF-TP) that compares to human performance for seen vignettes, and has a significant potential when it becomes more robust for unseen vignettes. For example, by combining with the human-created rules of the RBS, by (manual or automatic) feature selection, or by using less leaves in the RF-TP.
The event properties can be improved by extension (e.g. detection of items that play a role in the verbs, carried items, and detailed interaction between persons) and by improvement of those properties that do not sufficiently contribute where we expected them to be valuable. At the same time, we will investigate selection of the properties to exclude features that do not perform well. The RBS could also be improved by extension, because there are verbs and verb variants for which no rules were hand-crafted yet. The trained classifiers use alternative information that was not taken into account in the rules (e.g., body parts), handle errors in input (broken tracks) and inconsistencies in annotation. So, these perform better in degenerative cases, but may also over-train.
Two of the four reasoners (RTRBM, HUCRF) use a condensed version of the event properties which is projected such that no longer can be distinguished which entity has which property. Although driven by implementation constraints, we lose selectivity and maintaining this relational information between entity and property could improve the performance. Future work will focus on recognition in an entity-based pipeline.
Temporal annotations have recently become available in the Mind's Eye program. Because there is a clearer relation between events and annotation, we expect that it will improve our recognizers.
We have found that prevalent verbs dominate the learning of event recognizers. We could become more invariant to such prevalence, either by balancing the learning set, optimizing for another performance measure, or by altering truly the recognizer or combining recognizers.
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